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Locked On
"When a high-level mole infiltrates American Intelligence, President Jack Ryan
dispatches John Clark and the Campus team to track down a missing scientist who
holds critical aerospace and naval technology"-Page 1/25
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Hidden Agendas
Jack Ryan Jr.—along with the covert warriors of the Campus—continues to uphold
his legendary father’s legacy of courage and honor in this thriller from #1 New
York Times bestselling author Tom Clancy. Privately training with special forces,
he’s honing his combat skills to continue his work within the Campus, hunting
down and eliminating terrorists wherever he can—even as Jack Ryan Sr. campaigns
to become President of the United States again. But what neither father nor son
knows is that the political and personal have just become equally dangerous. A
devout enemy of Jack Sr. launches a privately-funded vendetta to discredit him and
connect him to a mysterious killing in his longtime ally John Clark’s past. All they
have to do is catch him. With Clark on the run, it’s up to Jack Jr. to stop a growing
threat emerging in the Middle East, where a corrupt Pakistani general has entered
into a deadly pact with a fanatical terrorist to procure four nuclear warheads they
can use to blackmail any world power into submission—or face annihilation.

Tom Clancy Point of Contact
Killing is Court Gentry's business. Now, his business is about to get personal in the
second Gray Man novel from #1 New York Times bestselling author Mark Greaney.
Four years ago, Court Gentry was betrayed by his handlers in the CIA. To survive,
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he had to eliminate his own brothers in arms. Now, as a master assassin known as
the Gray Man, he makes his living killing other people. But when an old comrade
he thought dead returns to haunt him, his own life is put in the crosshairs. The man
wants Court to complete a mission, with one crucial catch to his orders: Instead of
a difficult assassination, the job will entail a near impossible kidnapping—and Court
must return his quarry to the very CIA team that turned on him. With his
unforgiving employers on one side, his blackmailing former friends on the other,
and a doomed mission ahead, Court Gentry would kill to get out of this one alive…

On Target
Ex-CIA master assassin Court Gentry gets hit with a blast from the past in the
fourth Gray Man novel from #1 New York Times bestselling author Mark Greaney.
Court Gentry has always prided himself on his ability to disappear at will, to fly
below the radar and exist in the shadows—to survive as the near-mythical Gray
Man. But when he takes revenge upon a former employer who betrayed him, he
exposes himself to something he’s never had to face before: a killer who is just like
him. Code-named Dead Eye, Russell Whitlock is a graduate of the same ultrasecret Autonomous Asset Program that trained and once controlled Gentry. But
now, Whitlock is a free agent who has been directed to terminate his fellow student
of death. He knows how his target thinks, how he moves, and how he kills. And he
knows the best way to do the job is to make Gentry run for his life—right up until
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the moment Dead Eye finally ends it

Tom Clancy Commander in Chief
Master of explosive international intrigue Tom Clancy brings together his greatest
characters and a new generation to fight the war on terror. Although his father had
been reluctant to become a field operative, Jack Ryan Jr. wants nothing more.
Privately training with a seasoned Special Forces drill instructor, he's honing his
skills to transition his work within The Campus from intelligence analysis to hunting
down and eliminating terrorists wherever he can - even has Jack Ryan Sr.
campaigns for re-election as President of the United States. But what neither father
nor son knows is that the political and the personal have just become equally
dangerous. A devout enemy of Jack Sr. launches a privately funded vendetta to
discredit him by connecting the presidential candidate to a mysterious killing in the
past by John Clark, his longtime ally. A shadowy mercenary team is dispatched to
capture the former Navy SEAL. With Clark on the run, it's up to Jack Ryan Jr., along
with Ding Chavez, Dominic Caruso, and the rest of the Campus team, to stop a
threat emerging in the Middle East: a corrupt Pakistani general has entered into a
deadly pact with a fanatical terrorist to procure nuclear warheads, which can be
used to blackmail any world power into submission. With the breakneck speed and
military action scenes that have made him the premier thriller writer of our time,
Tom Clancy delivers a novel of high-tech warfare in which the enemy within may
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be even more devastating than the enemy without.

Tom Clancy Line of Sight
Jack Ryan, Jr.'s race to stop an international criminal conspiracy is intertwined with
the fate of an old friend in this blistering entry in the #1 New York Times
bestselling series. The CIA's deepest secrets are being given away for a larger
agenda that will undermine the entire Western intelligence community. Director of
National Intelligence Mary Pat Foley wants it stopped but doesn't know who, how or
why. Jack Ryan, Jr., is dispatched to Poland on a different mission. The clues are
thin, and the sketchy trail dead ends in a harrowing fight from which he barely
escapes with his life. If that's not bad enough, Jack gets more tragic news. An old
friend, who's dying from cancer, has one final request for Jack. It seems simple
enough, but before it's done, Jack will find himself alone, his life hanging by a
thread. If he survives, he'll be one step closer to finding the shadowy figure behind
the CIA leak and its true purpose, but in the process, he'll challenge the world's
most dangerous criminal syndicate with devastating consequences.

Locked On
As China plans to invade Taiwan, and launches a cyber attack on the U.S.,
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President Jack Ryan, his son and the team at the Campus have to act fast if they
are going to stop the increasingly rogue nation. Reprint.

Tom Clancy's True Faith and Allegiance
Jack Ryan Jr. finds that the scars of war can last a lifetime in the latest entry in Tom
Clancy's #1 New York Times bestselling series. Twenty-six years ago, Dr. Cathy
Ryan restored the eyesight of a young Bosnian girl who had been injured during an
attack in the Bosnian War. Today, her son Jack Ryan Jr. has agreed to track down
the young woman and deliver a letter from his mother. What he finds shocks them
both. The helpless child has grown into a remarkable woman. Aida Curic is a selfpossessed beauty with a big heart and an even bigger secret who runs a
controversial refugee agency near Sarajevo. Jack finds himself deeply drawn to
both her and her country, but soon finds himself in the crosshairs of the seething
ethnic tensions and ancient blood feuds of the Balkans, the region of Europe where
empires go to die. If Jack can't navigate the world of secret service agencies,
special operators and local mafias to save Aida, Sarajevo will prove the be the fuse
that lights the next world war.

Mission Critical
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In the latest electrifying adventure in Tom Clancy's #1 New York Times bestselling
series, Jack Ryan, Jr., learns that sometimes the deadliest secret may be standing
right next to you. Former U.S. Senator Weston Rhodes is a defense contractor with
an urgent problem. His company needs someone to look over the books of Dalfan
Technologies, a Singapore company—quickly. He turns to his old friend Gerry
Hendley for help. Hendley Associates is one of the best financial analysis firms in
the country and the cover for The Campus, a top-secret American intelligence
agency. Rhodes asks for two specific analysts, Jack Ryan Jr., and Paul Brown, a mildmannered forensic accountant. Both Ryan and Brown initially resist, for different
reasons. On the long flight over, Ryan worries he’s being sidelined from the next
Campus operation in America’s war on terror. Brown—who was never very good
with people—only worries about the numbers, and finding a good cup of tea. Brown
has no idea Jack works for The Campus but the awkward accountant is hiding
secrets of his own. Rhodes has tasked him with uploading a cyberwarfare program
into the highly secure Dalfan Technologies mainframe on behalf of the CIA. On the
verge of mission success, Brown discovers a game within the game, and the
people who now want to kill him are as deadly as the cyclone bearing down on the
island nation. Together Ryan and Brown race to escape both the murderous storm
and a team of trained assassins in order to prevent a global catastrophe, even at
the cost of their own lives.

Song of Slaves in the Desert
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Tom Clancy Power and Empire
THE NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER! Mark Greaney, the #1 New York Times
bestselling coauthor of Tom Clancy’s Jack Ryan novels, delivers another breakneck
thriller following the world’s deadliest assassin—the Gray Man… After five years on
the run Court Gentry is back on the inside at the CIA. But his first mission makes
him wish he had stayed on the outs when a pair of Chinese agents try to take him
down in Hong Kong. Normally the Chinese prefer to stay eyes-only on foreign
agents. So why are they on such high alert? Court’s high stakes hunt for answers
takes him across Southeast Asia and leads to his old friend, Donald Fitzroy, who is
being held hostage by the Chinese. Fitzroy was contracted to find Fan Jiang, a
former member of an ultra-secret computer warfare unit responsible for testing
China’s own security systems. And it seems Fan may have been too good at his
job—because China wants him dead. The first two kill teams Fitzroy sent to find
Fan have disappeared and the Chinese have decided to “supervise” the next
operation. What they don't know is that Gentry’s mission is to find Fan first and get
whatever intel he has to the US. After that, all he has to do is get out alive

Tom Clancy Code of Honor
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The first four novels in the Power Play series created by #1 New York Times
bestselling author and master of the techno-thriller Tom Clancy. UpLink
Technologies’ innovations keep America’s defense and intelligence forces at the
cutting edge. And the visionary behind UpLink is Roger Gordian, as astute about
the battlefield as he is about the boardroom… POLITIKA RUTHLESS.COM SHADOW
WATCH BIO-STRIKE

Against All Enemies
THE FIRST GRAY MAN NOVEL FROM #1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLING AUTHOR
MARK GREANEY “Hard, fast, and unflinching—exactly what a thriller should
be.”—Lee Child To those who lurk in the shadows, he’s known as the Gray Man. He
is a legend in the covert realm, moving silently from job to job, accomplishing the
impossible and then fading away. And he always hits his target. Always. But there
are forces more lethal than Gentry in the world. Forces like money. And power. And
there are men who hold these as the only currency worth fighting for. And in their
eyes, Gentry has just outlived his usefulness. But Court Gentry is going to prove
that, for him, there’s no gray area between killing for a living and killing to stay
alive…

Rainbow Six
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After Joint Strike Force pilot Major Stephanie Halverson is shot down over Russia, it
is revealed that a deadly cabal once thought to be gone is actually back--and
stronger than ever. Original.

Dead Eye
THE NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER From Mark Greaney, the New York Times
bestselling author of Gunmetal Gray and a coauthor of Tom Clancy's Jack Ryan
novels, comes a high-stakes thriller featuring the world's most dangerous assassin:
the Gray Man. Court Gentry's flight on a CIA transport plane is interrupted when a
security team brings a hooded man aboard. They want to kick Gentry off the flight
but are overruled by CIA headquarters. The mystery man is being transported to
England where a joint CIA/MI6 team will interrogate him about a mole in Langley.
When they land in an isolated airbase in the U.K., they are attacked by a hostile
force who kidnaps the prisoner. Only Gentry escapes. His handlers send him after
the attackers, but what can one operative do against a trained team of assassins?
A lot, when that operative is the Gray Man.

The Suicide House
A newly belligerent Chinese government leaves US President Jack Ryan with only a
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few desperate options in this continuation of the #1 New York Times bestselling
Tom Clancy series. Jack Ryan is dealing with an aggresive challenge from the
Chinese government as the G20 Summit approaches. Pawns are being moved
around a global chessboard: an attack on an oil platform in Africa, a terrorist strike
on an American destroyer and a storm tossed American spy ship that may fall into
Chinese hands. It seems that Premier Zhao is determined to limit Ryan's choices in
the upcoming negotiations. But there are hints that there's even more going on
behind the scene. A routine traffic stop in rural Texas leads to a shocking
discovery--a link to a Chinese spy who may have intelligence that lays bare an
unexpected revelation. John Clark and the members of the Campus are in close
pursuit, but can they get the information in time?

Ballistic
As the Star Wars race between the Soviet Union and United States continues to
escalate, Colonel Mikkail Filtov, America's agent in the Kremlin, is about to be
betrayed, and only Jack Ryan can save Filtov--and world peace. Reissue.

The Legend of Gerald Arthur Mcguinness
Against All Enemies is the first Max Moore novel by bestselling author, Tom Clancy.
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****** When Ex-Navy SEAL and CIA operative Maxwell Moore barely survives a
prisoner exchange that goes explosively wrong off the coast of Pakistan, he
realises that powerful, cunning forces have been marshalled against him.
Determined to dig out the truth, he uncovers a shocking conspiracy. The two
greatest threats to U.S. security have forged an unholy alliance. For the Mexican
drug cartel, it means money, power, and control of the drug trade. But for the
Taliban, it is an opportunity to bring the fire of jihad to the heartland of the infidel.
Now Moore and his depleted team must infiltrate the drug cartel in the hunt for
terrorists preparing to bring destruction to America's streets. From the remote, warscarred landscapes of the Middle East to the blood-soaked chaos of the U.S.-Mexico
border, Tom Clancy delivers a heart-stopping thriller you won't forget. In Against
All Enemies Tom Clancy introduces Max Moore, a character set to join Jack Ryan as
one of the great heroes of modern thriller writing. Previous Jack Ryan titles include
Locked On and Dead or Alive. Praise for Tom Clancy: 'A brilliantly constructed
thriller' Daily Mail 'Truly riveting, a dazzling read' Sunday Express

Locked On
The line between military intelligence and military force has been crossed.

Locked On
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"With fifty thousand Russian troops poised to invade a NATO nation, can Jack Ryan
move swiftly enough to stop [Russian president Valeri] Volodin's grand plan of
global conflict and conquest?"--Jacket.

Tom Clancy Duty and Honor
Fresh off his first mission back with the CIA, Court Gentry secures what seems like
a cut-and-dried contract job: A group of expats in Paris hires him to kidnap the
mistress of Syrian dictator Ahmed Azzam to get intel that could destabilize Azzam's
regime

Tom Clancy Under Fire
As President of the United States, Jack Ryan has faced many challenges, but none
have been as personal as this and never has he been this helpless in the face of
evil in the latest entry in Tom Clancy's #1 New York Times bestselling series.
Father Pat West, S.J. was a buddy of the young Jack Ryan when they were both
undergraduates at Boston College. Father West left a comfortable job in the
philosophy department at Georgetown to work with the poor in Indonesia. Now he's
been arrested and accused of blasphemy against Islam. President Ryan is
desperate to rescue his old friend, but he can't move officially against the
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Indonesians. Instead he relies on the Campus team to find out who is framing the
priest. There's one other twist to the story. President Ryan discovers a text on his
private cell phone from the priest warning about a coming attack against America

Tom Clancy Enemy Contact
In a novel of military intrigue, formidable ex-Navy SEAL John Clark takes on a worldthreatening band of terrorists

The Gray Man
Jack Ryan Jr. stands alone against powerful enemies in this thrilling novel in Tom
Clancy’s #1 New York Times bestselling series. On a mission in Tehran, Jack Ryan,
Jr., meets his oldest friend, Seth Gregory. As they part, Seth slips Jack a key, along
with a perplexing message. The next day Jack is summoned to an apartment where
two men claim Seth has disappeared with funds for a vital intelligence operation.
They say he’s turned and leave Jack with a warning: If you hear from Seth, call us.
Do not get involved. Jack soon finds himself lost in a maze of intrigue, lies, and
betrayal where no one is who they seem to be—not even Seth, who’s harboring a
secret that harkens back to the Cold War. A secret that is driving him to the brink
of treason.
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Gunmetal Gray
A Publishers Weekly Summer Reads 2020 Editors’ Pick A chilling murder in a
prestigious prep school is at the heart of this riveting new novel from acclaimed
author Charlie Donlea, featuring forensic reconstructionist Rory Moore and her
psychologist partner, Lane Phillips. Inside the walls of Indiana’s elite Westmont
Preparatory High School, expectations run high and rules are strictly enforced. But
in the woods beyond the manicured campus and playing fields sits an abandoned
boarding house that is infamous among Westmont’s students as a late-night
hangout. Here, only one rule applies: don’t let your candle go out—unless you want
the Man in the Mirror to find you. . . . One year ago, two students were killed there
in a grisly slaughter. The case has since become the focus of a hit podcast, The
Suicide House. Though a teacher was convicted of the murders, mysteries and
questions remain. The most urgent among them is why so many students who
survived that horrific night have returned to the boarding house—to kill
themselves. Rory, an expert in reconstructing cold cases, is working on The Suicide
House podcast with Lane, recreating the night of the killings in order to find
answers that have eluded the school, the town, and the police. But the more they
learn about the troubled students, the chillingly stoic culprit, and a dangerous
game gone tragically wrong, the more convinced they become that something
sinister is still happening. Inside Westmont Prep, the game hasn’t ended. It thrives
on secrecy and silence. And for its players, there may be no way to win—or to
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survive. . . .

The Cardinal of the Kremlin
INSPIRATION FOR THE THRILLING AMAZON PRIME SERIES JACK RYAN . . . The clock
is ticking - and President Jack Ryan is running out of time A US Navy Commander is
attacked while having dinner with his wife by an unidentified Russian man. A CIA
operative travelling on a Canadian passport is intercepted and interrogated at
Tehran Airport. A team of FBI officers are arrested by Indonesian police for
travelling under fake passports in Jakarta. These apparently unrelated incidents
point to a compromise in US government security, and Jack Ryan and his team
must find out where it is coming from. From Maryland to Macedonia, they
frantically battle shadowy forces who are looking to drag the US president into a
ground war with ISIS.

SSN
INSPIRATION FOR THE THRILLING AMAZON PRIME SERIES JACK RYAN . . . Jack Ryan
Jr. returns in Locked On, the gripping thriller from Tom Clancy. **** The Ryans father and son - are fighting on two fronts . . . When a deadly terrorist alliance
creates the potential to blackmail any world power into submission, it's got to be
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stopped before it is too late. That's just the trigger Jack Ryan Jr needs to take his
work for shadowy intelligence agency The Campus from the back room to the
sharp end: black ops. Meanwhile, his father, Jack Ryan Sr, campaigning for reelection as US President, is up against a privately funded vendetta to discredit him.
Caught at the heart of the conspiracy is former Navy SEAL, John Clark. And Ryan Sr
soon discovers that being his friends could have deadly consequences. With the
breakneck speed and military action scenes that have made him the premier
thriller writer of our time, Tom Clancy delivers a novel of high-tech warfare in
which the enemy within may be even more devastating than the enemy without.
Locked On follows the gripping Dead or Alive and The Teeth of the Tiger as the
explosive third novel in Tom Clancy's Jack Ryan Jr. series. Praise for Tom Clancy:
'Truly riveting, a dazzling read' Sunday Express 'A brilliantly constructed thriller'
Daily Mail

Agent in Place
The author's "forgotten novel" about submarine warfare finds the United States at
war and its underwater fleet carrying the burden of the conflict. Reprint.

Tom Clancy's Endwar
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Jack Ryan Jr. is caught in the cross-hairs of a would-be tyrant in this exhilarating
thriller in Tom Clancy's #1 New York Times bestselling series. Jack Ryan, Jr., is on
his own. He's been ousted from his position at the Campus, the off-the-books
intelligence agency that was set up by his father, the President. As if that's not bad
enough, someone is out for Jack‘s blood. The police think that he was just the
victim of a mugging, but he knows a professional assassin when he kills one. Using
clues found on his would-be dispatcher, Jack launches his own shadow campaign to
uncover the brutal truth about a world-renowned philanthropist and human rights
advocate—and a long-running false-flag war of terror that has claimed thousands
of lives.

Threat Vector
An unconventional war requires unconventional men—the Special Forces. Green
Berets • Navy SEALS • Rangers • Air Force Special Operations • PsyOps • Civil
Affairs • and other special-mission units The first two Commanders books, Every
Man a Tiger and Into the Storm, provided masterly blends of history, biography,
you-are-there narrative, insight into the practice of leadership, and plain oldfashioned storytelling. Shadow Warriors is all of that and more, a book of
uncommon timeliness, for, in the words of Lieutenant General Bill Yarborough,
“there are itches that only Special Forces can scratch.” Now, Carl Stiner—the
second commander of SOCOM, the U.S. Special Operations Command—and Tom
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Clancy trace the transformation of the Special Forces from the small core of
outsiders of the 1950s, through the cauldron of Vietnam, to the rebirth of the SF in
the late 1980s and 1990s, and on into the new century as the bearer of the largest,
most mixed, and most complex set of missions in the U.S. military. These are the
first-hand accounts of soldiers fighting outside the lines: counterterrorism, raids,
hostage rescues, reconnaissance, counterinsurgency, and psychological
operations—from Vietnam and Laos to Lebanon to Panama, to Saudi Arabia,
Kuwait, and Iraq, to the new wars of today…

Tom Clancy Shadow of the Dragon
The rise of a powerful new authority figure in Russia is based on a dark secret
hidden decades in the past with unexpected ties to President Jack Ryan. Co-written
by the best-selling author of The Gray Man series. Reprint. 1 million first printing.

Tom Clancy's Op-Center
The Net Force must simultaneously find out who is posting top-secret data on the
Internet while tracking a computer virus that is wreaking havoc on the federal
financial systems
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Tom Clancy's Power Plays 1 - 4
Does Santa Claus ride a Harley? Is it okay to post nude pictures of your friends all
over town if you tell them it's for a good cause? And just what is a placenta
anyway?These are the hard questions Gerald Arthur McGuinness faces growing up
in the small, confused town of Isely, Colorado. He barely gets the chance to enjoy
being born before he's suddenly causing controversy at his own baptism, starring
on the cover of Time magazine, and saving Christmas, all by the time he's six. But
when he enters high school and joins “The League of Secret Heroes” he realizes
the questions and complications of his life are only beginning. Like plunging into
the whitewater of the Arkansas River without a raft, Gerald discovers how strange
and wonderful life can be on the path to becoming the ultimate legend

Command Authority
#1 New York Times bestselling author Mark Greaney presents the third Gray Man
novel, featuring the ex-CIA assassin being hailed as "Bourne for the new
millennium" (James Rollins). After Court Gentry was betrayed by his compatriots
and forced to take on a near-suicidal covert mission by the CIA, he thought he
could find refuge living in the Amazon rain forest. But his bloody past finds him
when a vengeful Russian crime lord forces him to go on the run once again. Court
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makes his way to one of the only men in the world he can trust--and arrives too
late. His friend is dead and buried. Years before, Eddie Gamboa had saved Court's
life. Now, Eddie has been murdered by the notorious Mexican drug cartel he fought
to take down. And Court soon finds himself drawn into a war he never wanted. But
in this war, there are no sides--only survivors

Tom Clancy Oath of Office
Lyrically told and impeccably researched, Song of Slaves in the Desert traces the
story of Nathaniel Pereira, a young New Yorker who's called to revive his uncle's
South Carolina plantation. Nathaniel is struck by the sobering reality of slavery as
he becomes captivated by the young slave Liza. Liza's never known the meaning of
freedom, and as Nathaniel plunges into the murky mysteries of slavery, she can
see how he might change her life forever. A masterful writer, Cheuse traces the
thread of slavery from sixteenth-century Timbuktu and grapples with the wild
nature of love.

Reflection
What if Mulan had to travel to the Underworld? When Captain Shang is mortally
wounded by Shan Yu in battle, Mulan must travel to the Underworld, Diyu, in order
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to save him from certain death. But King Yama, the ruler of Diyu, is not willing to
give Shang up easily. With the help of Shang's great lion guardian ShiShi, Mulan
must traverse Diyu to find Shang's spirit, face harrowing obstacles, and leave by
sunrise--or become King Yama's prisoner forever. Moreover, Mulan is still disguised
as the soldier called Ping, wrestling with the decision to reveal her true identity to
her closest friend. Will Mulan be able to save Shang before it's too late? Will he
ever be able to trust her again? Or will she lose him--and be lost in the
Underworld--forever?

Games of State
Marine officer. CIA analyst. President. Jack Ryan has devoted his life to protecting
the United States. What if this time, he can't? President Ryan and the Campus
return in this entry in Tom Clancy's #1 New York Times-bestselling series. Freedom
may have finally arrived in Iran. As protests break out across the country, the
media rejoices over the so-called Persian Spring. Western leaders are ecstatic.
Members of Congress and the Cabinet clamor to back the rebels. Only President
Jack Ryan remains wary. Meanwhile, he has plenty to handle at home. A deadly
strain of flu is ravaging the United States as spring floods decimate the Southeast.
An unethical senator wants to bring down the Ryan presidency and is willing to
lean on fabricated bot-planted stories to do it. But the scariest story is the most
closely guarded one. Two Russian nuclear missiles have been hijacked. The
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Campus gets their first break when Jack Junior connects with a rogue Russian
intelligence officer in Afghanistan--only to be abducted soon after arriving. John
Clark and the rest of the Campus team race to track the missiles and rescue their
colleague. As sensationalized stories spin out of control and the stolen missiles
remain out of reach, President Ryan's toughest challenge emerges: How do you
meet an enemy head on, when he won't even show you his face?

Line of Control
Don't Miss the Original Series Tom Clancy's Jack Ryan Starring John Krasinski! In
this #1 New York Times bestselling thriller from Tom Clancy, Jack Ryan gets caught
in a war between the United States and a Colombian drug cartel and uncovers a
shocking conspiracy. When Colombian drug lords assassinate both the U.S.
ambassador and the visiting head of the FBI, their actions trigger a covert response
from the American government—a response that goes horribly wrong As the newly
named Deputy Director of Intelligence for the CIA, Jack Ryan should be privy to
operations like the one in Colombia, but he’s been left completely in the dark. With
the help of field officer John Clark, Ryan intends to find out what’s really going on.
But while they expect danger from without, the greatest threat of all may come
from within.
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Clear and Present Danger
Shadow Warriors
In the newly unified Germany, old horrors are reborn. It is the beginning of Chaos
Days, a time when neo-Nazi groups gather to spread violence and resurrect dead
dreams. But this year Germany isn't the only target. Plans are afoot to destabilize
Europe and cause turmoil throughout the United States. Paul Hood and his team,
already in Germany to buy technology for the new Regional Op-Center, become
entangled in the crisis. They uncover a shocking force behind the chaos - a group
that use cutting-edge technology to promote hate and to influence world events.
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